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comes three weeks after the U.S. agency, the Securities and Exchange Commission, sued XO Group Inc. and its former chief executive, Shari
Redstone, for allegedly defrauding investors in a scheme to raise more than $2 billion in fees and management bonuses for her media empire.
AD The SEC said that XO had effectively ceded control over the Starboard spinoff, which began in 2013 and acquired assets that included the
company’s MySpace and Comedy Central websites. The company also employed more than 300 people and generated more than $100 million
in revenue in 2015. The Starboard was largely aimed at filling a void left by Disney, which decided to stay with XO when Redstone’s media
empire was offered as a single acquisition to Disney in 2010. XO had built an audience on the strength of its MySpace and Comedy Central
websites, and had secured deals with celebrities such as Nicki Minaj and Gwen Stefani. At the time of the deal, the SEC accused Redstone,

her sister Viacom and XO of a “sham” transaction, saying that Viacom had backed out of the deal at the last minute because it did not want to
assume ownership of MySpace. Viacom controls CBS, which runs the CBS broadcast network, and is also the
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... FREE JANAM KUNDLI with KUNDLI MATCHING in English, Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Kannada. The best free online
software to create Janam Kundli. [History] Janam Kundli (JK) was born in the village of Mundi Maligar, in the Sambalpur region (Sambalpur,
Uttar Pradesh). JK is the author of Maruti Janam Kundli which was published in 2012. He began writing the book after his spiritual advisor,
teacher, guru and friend, Swami Muktananda, told him that his life would be in danger if he did not write the book. After he wrote several
articles, he decided to write a book. Writing a book was a difficult task for JK, fffad4f19a
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